Implementing Triple Point Solutions

If Triple Point is your ETRM system of choice, make Structure your implementation partner of choice.

Selecting and implementing an energy trading and risk management system is a complex and costly endeavor. Constant regulatory change, market volatility, and technology evolution challenge even the most thoughtfully architected solutions. That's why choosing the right implementation partner is critical.

Structure understands the fundamental forces that are reshaping the energy trading business, and we have deep experience in implementing and integrating Triple Point systems, applying best practices in project management, system configuration and integration architecture on all our engagements. Our proven expertise enables us to align your business to work within the Triple Point framework to maximize the front, middle and back-office capabilities, application usability, and long term growth potential.

Structure is the only system implementation firm to implement the fully integrated solution for Commodity XL including the new FAS compliance and Credit Exposure modules. This experience enables us to expedite your Triple Point implementation.

Consider us your partner, whether you’re embarking on a new Triple Point implementation using the Quick Start™ implementation approach so that you can be up and running in three months, adding additional modules as you expand within the suite, or upgrading from ROME, Futrak, or previous releases of Commodity XL.

Why Structure

Services Offered

- Business Visions and Drivers
- Strategy Development
- Business Case Development
- IT Strategy / Solutions Roadmap
- Vendor Selection
- Solution Delivery
- Operations Support
- Business Process Design / Change Management
- Post-Implementation Optimization
Our clients are our best references. We would like to add you to our list.

This large power generator and marketer in the Southeast engaged Structure to perform a system requirements evaluation and selection. When Triple Point was chosen for its cross industry software platforms for supply, trading, marketing and movement of commodities, Structure was retained to execute the system implementation and integration.

In addition to providing project-management expertise, Structure developed custom pricing upload tools and invoices and assisted in the delivery of system controls. Testing, business-process documentation and training were provided as part of Structure’s services all while meeting a very condensed timeline so that they could begin capitalizing on market opportunities in the shortest time possible.

Structure was further engaged to provide ongoing in-house operational support for the product, while introducing additional functionality and workflow optimization.

Structure was engaged to lead the implementation and integration of Triple Point for this North American Northeast utility with the focus on physical and financial power trading, scheduling, pricing, valuation, risk management, credit and cash management, hedge accounting, reporting, and back office functions.

Structure provided overall project management and executive reporting, business analysis/modeling, integration design, report design/development, testing, user training, process/procedure development and deployment support across the integration of ETRM, Credit Risk, and Hedge Accounting products.

This Midwest Utility engaged Structure to implement Triple Point Commodity XL and provided project management, resource management, business analysis / modeling, system configuration, integration design / development, report design/development, testing, user training, process / procedure development and deployment support.

The project resulted in improved physical power, financial power, and financial gas transaction capture and management, strengthened risk and credit procedures and reporting capabilities.

Structure’s not just committed to your Triple Point project, we’re committed to your success with Triple Point.

For more information on our complete range of consulting and implementation services, please contact Baris Ertan at baris.ertan@thestructuregroup.com.